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Program
For our program Lion Steve Murphree
acted as the MC for a college football trivia
contest, as was appropriate for the big
football championship game between LSU
and Clemson, later tonight. The winner
was promised a very nice prize. Last
year’s winner, Lion Scott Waldrep, felt it
was fair to all the less-knowledgeable
Lions that he would not compete this year,
so he just helped Lion Steve facilitate the
contest.

it was noted that these two were seen
working together at a table by themselves
and had to admit that they used searchapps on their smart phones to get the
answers.
There were two legitimate
winners who both had answered 9
questions correctly, and then tied, yet
again, on Lion Steve’s tie-breaker
questions.
The winners were Lions
Wendell Copeland and George Krigbaum.
Lion Steve declared a tie and that each
would receive a regulation NCAA football
as co-prize winners.

College Football Trivia Grand Champions, Lions Wendell
Copeland and George Krigbaum

Other Business

Lion Steve Murphree explaining the rules for the football
trivia contest.

Lions were provided with a hand-out with
10 multiple-choice trivia questions and
were given a few minutes to write their
answers. The questions ranged from “How
big are the numbers on the field that
indicate the yard line?” (4’ by 6’), to “When
was the first college football bowl game
played and where?” (1902 in the Rose
Bowl). Everybody’s answers were passed
to someone else at their table for grading.
There were two Lions who claimed to have
answered all question correctly, Lion Clark
Rainwater and David Bussman. However,
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Lion Jerry Caudle is having serious health
challenges but has improved slightly this
week.
Lion George Hammett has moved into
Danberry Memory Care in Birmingham.
His wife, Joan asks that you please come
by to visit. She says that George has
unlimited daily activities, daily exercise,
excellent supervision with one on one staff,
and spend time with her daily.
Lion Samuel Tucker was back with us
tonight after overcoming several problems,
lately -- heart & kidney trouble, and then a
fall at work.
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Lion Randy Kraft reported that his goats
were traumatized by Saturday’s stormy
weather but were OK physically; but his
barn & carport, in particular, were
damaged.
Lion Don Smith assisted by Lion Steve
Cartee will have Fish & Ham tickets
available for distribution at the next
meeting. The dinner this year will be
Saturday, February 29th . See page 3 of
this newsletter for a draft of Lion
assignments for this event.

Dr. Shane Barnette

January 27: Dr. Shane Barnette,
Superintendent for Cullman County
Schools.
February 17: Empty Bowls Dinner at the
1st Methodist Church. No Club meeting.

Upcoming Programs and Events

Last year’s Fish & Ham dinner.

February 29: Ham & Fish Dinner.
Tale Twister Input

January 20: Ms. Nancy Bryant from
Cullman Caring for Kids.
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If you need something special or to report
a correction in the Tale Twister, see
Lions Carey Thompson or Don Smith at
the meetings.
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